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Overview
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Comparison with the industry

• A = High quality, ambitious and innovative plan with evidence that overall is sufficient and convincing

• B = High quality plan, not sufficiently ambitious and innovative to be exceptional with evidence that overall is sufficient 

and convincing

• C = Concerns with the plan:  Plan falls short of high quality and/or evidence is insufficient and/or unconvincing in some 

areas

• D = Substantial concerns with the plan: Plan falls significantly short of required quality and/or little or no evidence, or 

no convincing evidence
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SEW – areas challenged (C/D grades)

Area Main challenges

Engaging 

customers

 Lack of embedded ongoing engagement

 Insufficient evidence of the extent to which customer segmentation is driving customer 

outcomes and priorities, shaping delivery of services or a tailored approach to 

engagement

Securing long term 

resilience

 Insufficient evidence of a commitment to resilience in the round:

 Risks of maintaining a credit rating one notch above minimum for investment grade 

in relation to maintaining long term financial resilience

 Assessment of full risks and consequences to systems and services

 Heavy reliance on traditional engineering solutions and much less on response and 

recovery measures

 Evidence of a fully systems based approach to resilience

 Limited customer engagement on resilience

Securing cost 

efficiency

 20% above baseline on enhancement spend (see later slides)

Aligning risk and 

return

 Insufficient evidence for:

 Board assessment that plan is financeable – specifically choice of credit rating

 Support for proposed PAYG and RCV run-off rates – particularly PAYG adjustment 

(and if addressing a notional financeability constraint)

 Unconvincing support for cost of capital for 2025-30

Accounting for past

delivery

 Substantial concerns with the evidence for deliverability of the 2020-25 plan – particularly 

for major incidents

 Poor performance in current period, with insufficient evidence of lessons learned

 Freeze thaw impact
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SEW – other observations

Area Comments

Outcomes  PCC target not stretching enough

 PCC - insufficient evidence for 50% incentive rate adjustment

 CRI - proposed deadband level not sufficiently evidenced

 Interruptions

 target changed to industry upper quartile – 3 minutes

 incentive rate too low to provide a sufficient incentive

 cap/collar approved

 Mains repairs/bursts - more evidence required for target

 Engaging with landowners

 Definition not measuring actual customer or environmental benefit

 Outperformance payment not sufficiently justified

 Overall – not considered appropriate protections to customers from higher than 

expected outperformance payments

Securing

confidence and 

assurance

 Executive pay – more detailed required on how the executive bonus will operate in 

the future, insufficient evidence that remuneration policy will be monitored and 

rigorously applied for 2020-25 
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Comparison with the industry – Our analysis



• “Three of the companies at grade C overall provide high-quality evidence in one or more 

areas of assessment, such as: 

– the approach to informing and educating customers or two-way dialogue with customers (South East 

Water and Thames Water)

– adopting the themes of customer participation (South East Water)

– engaging with customers on longer-term issues (South East Water)”
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Engaging customers Comments in italics show Ofwat quotes



• AV1 – How well has the company demonstrated that its bills are affordable and value for money for the 2020-25 period?

• AV2 – How well has the company demonstrated that its bills will be affordable and value for money beyond 2025?

• AV3 – To what extent has the company demonstrated that it has appropriate assistance options in place for those struggling, or at risk of
struggling, to pay?

• AV4 – To what extent does the company identify and provide accessible support for customers in circumstances that make them vulnerable, 
including proposing a bespoke performance commitment related to vulnerability?
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Addressing affordability and vulnerability



• “Affordability – areas for improvement - Thames Water, South East Water and Affinity Water received D 

grades as we were not content with their use of financial levers (decisions about moving bill increases 

forwards or backwards in time) due variously to the quality of assumptions used and lack of evidence 

provided. Many companies also did not sufficiently test their 2025-30 bills and/or bill profile”

• “Vulnerability – examples of good practice - South East Water’s business plan includes four 

performance commitments. One of them is an industry-leading commitment to improve vulnerable 

customers’ satisfaction during water supply interruptions. It has also gained an external accreditation 

for its approach through the British Standards Institution (BSI) standard for fair, flexible and accessible 

services”
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Addressing affordability and vulnerability - Comments



• OC1 – How appropriate, well-evidenced and stretching are the company’s proposed performance 
commitments and service levels?

• OC2 – How appropriate and well-evidenced is the company’s package of outcome delivery 
incentives?

• OC3 – How appropriate is the company's focus on service performance in its risk/return package?
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Delivering outcomes for customers



• “Companies have stepped up their performance in this area. Three companies meet our stretching 

requirements overall: Anglian Water, South West Water and South East Water”

• “OC1 - Companies which perform well on this test question (Anglian Water, South West Water, and 

South East Water) provide clear and stretching performance commitments, with well evidenced 

forecasts for their proposed service levels” 

• “OC2 - Companies which do well on this test question (Anglian Water, South West Water, Yorkshire 

Water and South East Water) put forward convincing evidence to support their choice of ODI features. 

They propose outperformance payments where there is strong evidence that doing so would enable 

them to deliver performance beyond already stretching performance commitments. These companies 

provide a well-evidenced approach to estimating the costs and benefits of different levels of service 

performance, and use a bottom-up approach to ODI rate calculation based on customer evidence. 

They do not apply top-down adjustments. Only in very limited circumstances do they apply 

deadbands”
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Delivering outcomes for customers - Comments



• LR1 – How well has the company used the best available evidence to objectively assess and prioritise 

the diverse range of risks and consequences of disruptions to its systems and services, and engaged 

effectively with customers on its assessment of these risks and consequences? 

• LR2 – How well has the company objectively assessed the full range of mitigation options and 

selected the solutions that represent the best value for money over the long term, and has support 

from customers?
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Securing long-term resilience
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Targeted controls, markets and innovation

The best performing companies – Anglian Water, Dŵr Cymru, Northumbrian Water, Severn Trent Water, United 

Utilities, Bristol Water, South East Water – show an embedded innovation culture and an ambitious approach to 

innovation capability



• CMI1 – How well does the company’s business plan demonstrate that it has the right culture for innovation which 

enables it, through its systems, processes and people, to deliver results for customers and the environment from 

innovation? 

• CMI2 – How well does the company use and engage with markets to deliver greater efficiency and innovation and to 

enhance resilience in the provision of water and wastewater services to secure value for customers, the environment 

and the wider economy; and to support ambitious performance for the 2020-25 period and over the longer term?

• CMI3 – To what extent has the company set out a well evidenced long-term strategy for securing resilient and 

sustainable water resources, considering a twin track approach of supply-side and demand-side options and 

integrating third party options where appropriate, to meet the needs of customers and the environment in the 2020-25 

period and over the longer term?

• CMI4 – To what extent does the company have a well-evidenced long-term strategy for delivering bioresources

services, integrating an assessment of the value from the delivery of bioresources services by third parties for the 

2020-25 period and over the longer term?

• CMI5 – How appropriate is the company’s proposed pre-2020 RCV allocation between water resources and water 

network plus – and, if relevant, between bioresources and wastewater network plus – taking into account the 

guidance and/or feedback we have provided?

• CMI6 – To what extent has the company produced a bid assessment framework for water resources, demand 

management and leakage services that demonstrates a clear commitment to the key procurement principles of 

transparency, equality/non-discrimination and proportionality and the best practice recommendations?

• CMI7 – To what extent has the company clearly demonstrated that it has considered whether all relevant projects are 

technically suitable for direct procurement for customers? Where it has one or more such projects, to what extent has 

the company provided a well-reasoned and well-evidenced value for money assessment supporting its decision on 

whether or not to take forward each technically suitable project using direct procurement for customers?
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Targeted controls, markets and innovation



• CE1 – How well evidenced, efficient and challenging are the company’s forecasts of wholesale water expenditure, 

including water resources costs? 

• CE2 – How well evidenced, efficient and challenging are the company’s forecasts of wholesale wastewater expenditure, 

including bioresources costs?

• CE3 – How well evidenced, efficient and challenging are the company’s forecasts of retail expenditure, including bad 

debt costs?

• CE4 – To what extent are cost adjustment claims used only where prudent and appropriate, and where they are used, 

are cost adjustments well evidenced, efficient and challenging? 
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Securing cost efficiency



• The tables below set out performance on cost at different services and for different cost types. Costs are in £m of 2017-

18. Index wholesale controls with consumer price inflation (CPIH). Do not index retail controls. 

• Key areas where Ofwat disallow enhancement costs: 

– New development and growth -£95m; WINEP non-native species -£10m; Supply-demand balance (leakage) -£25m 
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Securing cost efficiency



• RR1 – Has the company based the separate costs of capital that underpin each of its wholesale price controls, and the net margin(s) that underpins its retail price 
control(s), on those we state in our early view? If not, to what extent has the company robustly justified, in terms of benefits for customers, its proposed costs of 
capital and retail margin(s) within the context of expected market conditions for 2020-25?

• RR2 – To what extent has the company demonstrated a clear understanding and assessment of the potential risks in its RoRE assessment, including the effect of the 
risk management measures it will have in place, across each of the price controls?

• RR3 – Has the Board provided a clear statement that its plan is financeable on both an actual and a notional basis? Is the statement appropriate and how robust is 
the supporting evidence?

• RR4 – How appropriate are the company’s PAYG and RCV run-off rates? How well evidenced are they, including that they are consistent with customers’ 
expectations, both now and in the longer term?
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Aligning risk and return



• PD1 – How well has the company given evidence for its proposed reconciliations for the 2015-20 period, 

and has it proposed adjustments by following the PR14 reconciliation rulebook methodology?

• PD2 – How well has the company performed, and is forecast to perform, over the 2015-20 period and, 

taking into account this overall performance, how well has it put measures in place to ensure that it 

maintains confidence that it can successfully deliver its PR19 business plan?
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Accounting for past delivery
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Securing confidence and assurance
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Securing confidence and assurance

• CA1 – To what extent has the company’s full Board provided comprehensive assurance to demonstrate that 
all the elements add up to a business plan that is high quality and deliverable, and that it has challenged 
management to ensure this is the case?

• CA2 – To what extent has the company’s full Board been able to demonstrate that its governance and 
assurance processes will deliver operational, financial and corporate resilience over the next control period 
and the long term? 

• CA3 – To what extent has the company’s full Board provided assurance that the company’s business plan 
will enable customers’ trust and confidence, through appropriate measures to provide a fair balance 
between customers and investors (which include outperformance sharing, dividend policies and any 
performance related element of executive pay) and high levels of transparency and engagement, on issues 
that matter to customers (which extends to their ability to understand corporate and financial structures and 
how they relate to its long-term resilience)? 

• CA4 – To what extent has the company’s full Board provided comprehensive assurance to demonstrate that 
the business plan will deliver – and that the Board will monitor delivery of – its outcomes (which should 
meet relevant statutory requirements and licence obligations and take account of the UK and Welsh 
Governments’ strategic policy statements)?

• CA5 – To what extent does the company have a good track record of producing high-quality data, taking 
into account the company's data submission, assurance process and statement of high quality, and our 
2018 assessment of the company under the company monitoring framework?

• CA6 – How consistent, accurate and assured are the company’s PR19 business plan tables, including the 
allocation of costs between business units, information on corporation tax, and the assurance and 
commentary provided?



• “Three companies – Severn Trent Water, United Utilities and South East Water – put forward 

high-quality submissions” 

• “Areas where improvement is needed - South East Water advises that its tax forecasts have 

been subject to internal assurance, but provides no information on the work performed or the 

findings”
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Securing confidence and assurance - comments
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Company Monitoring Framework

“We also assessed South East Water as targeted 

this year, having been assessed as self-

assurance last year. The company met our 

expectations in many areas and exceeded our 

expectations in two areas. However we had 

minor concerns in four assessment areas 

therefore we considered that overall the company 

had not consistently met the high standards 

expected in order maintain its self-assurance 

status.” 

Minor Concerns

1. Financial Monitoring Framework 

2. Charges engagement 

3. PR19 Initial Assessment of Business Plan -

data consistency 

4. PR19 Initial Assessment of Business Plan -

data quality 

Areas exceeded expectation:

1. Assurance Plan

2. Water Resources Management Plan and 

market information
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Ofwat timetable


